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TNTRODUCTION
This study is an introduction to some of the problems
found in First Peter.
The first chapter will be devoted to the presentation
of the traditional view of authorshIp. Does the epistle
COmeto us with the authority of the chief of the apostles?
Tr'adi tion says ye s.
The second chapter questions the traditional view. Some
scholars have questIoned or rejected the verdict of tradition.
In the third chapter the problem of the spirits in prison
Will be considered. Scholars disagree relative to this lnter-
i
pretation. Ww_t is meant by preaching to the spirits in prison?
Whoare these spirits?
What does preaching to the deed mean?
The fourth chapter deals with the problem of persecution.
Was this a definite persecution or only unfriendliness from
their commun.l ties? Was the persecuti on in progress or only
In whose reign did trlis persecution come; Nero,
imminent?
DOrrJi tian, or Trajan?
iii
2twelves parallelisms and Harnack twenty) Barnabas
and Herrnas also seem to have known Pirst Peter.
i (b) Polycarp, who died A. D. 155, is steeped
n the Language of First Peter.
p (c) Irenaeus, who wrote A. D. 185, testifies,
h
eter says in his epistle, "whomthough you see
im not, etc."The absence of any reference to First; Peter in
the Muratorian canon is probably due to the fragmen-
t ar-Lne ss of the document, clee.rly the epl stle was
reckoned canonical t'r-om the time when the word "oarr-
o· II"nleal began to have any meaning. In the words of
"The Thirty Nine Articles," it is one of the books
of whose author! ty there never was any doubt in the
?hurch.rr And the church's unanimity about. its author-
l ty 1s very hard to explain unless its claim to Petrine
authorship be really true.l
Selwyn writes that, "when all due weight has been given to
the work of Silvanus it still remains true t nat the governing
mind and character in :First Peter are those of the apostle him-
self.,,2
Selwyn states also that First Peter does undoubtedly reflect
lit,ne tradition and teach1.ng of the primitive church wi th a sympa-
thy and sensitiveness unequalled ln any other epistle. Yet for
all that it is not anonymoUS, but rightly bears the nB-meof First
Peter.,,3 Selwyn states further:
The view that Sllvanus drafted the epistle and
in do:tng so used rna terial of vari QUSkind? wht ch
was already familiar to his reade:s and llsteners
accords well with the internal eVldence of the
letter itself and with what we knoWof Silvanus
,)
don:
11Ei£, pp., 77-78.
2S
e
l
wyn
, Gordon D•• The F:ir~ E~l~ _2f st. Peter, (Lon-
MacMillan & Co., Ltd. ,-1949)' p. 32.
3Ibid, p , 32.
-.----.-----------.- ..~.--.. ~----.----.------------,..~.------
3from other sources; but it still leaves much to be said
as to the question of authorship - a question farced on
us both by the explicit works of the salutation and by
th~ interpretation of the epistle itself. The question
T
stlll remains, In what sense was st. Peter the author?
he clue to the answer lies in the salutatlon: the
a~thor wrote as "an apostle of Jesus Christ." That was
hlS authority for writing: he wrote as an apostle, and
it was apostolic authority that was needed by the churches
whom he addressed and in the time of trial in which he
addressed them. In 5 :12 he insists that it is he who
writes "through Silvanus:f."thus renewing the apostolic
claim of the salutation.
The testimony of antiquity is unanimous in accepting this
epistle as a genuine work of "Peter an apostle of Jesus Christ. tf
"It is only in modern times that doubts as to its genuineness
have been suggested.n2
Eusebius states that only one of the Petrine epistles is
recognized as genuine and acknowledged by the elders of olden
time. He declares that, "of all the writings under the name of
Peter he recognized only one epistle as genuine-First Peter.,,3
Cranfield says, "the actual argumen ts against the tradi t-
100a1 au thor ship are not nearly as strong as has been made out. ,,4
Cranfield continues stating that:
For anyone reading the letter in the original lan-
guage the most obviOUS difficulties in the way of accep-
ting the Petrine authorshiP are the good greek style and
",
"I
---------------------------------------- ,,'
lIbi£, p. 28.
2Masterman, Howard B., The First Epistle of St. Peter,
(London: MacMillan & Co., 19l2j, p. A.
3Barnett, Albert E., The New To stamen t Its Makin And(New york_NashVille: Abingdon- 0 esbury Press, 1946),
"'
""
,"
4Cranfield, C. E. B., .!p" First Epistle of Peter, (London:
S. C.M. Press, Ltd., 1950), p. 7.
4the extensive literary vocabulary. Is it likely, it is
asked, that a Galilean fisherman, who at the beginning
of the apostolic mission could be described as lfunlearned
and ignorant" (Acts 4:13) and for whom greek was a foreign
tongue, would ever have written some of the best greek in
the New Testament? But this difficulty disappears at once,
if we attribute to Silvanus (mentioned in 5:12 as Peter's
amanuensis) a rather more responsible share in the composi-
tion of the letter than that of a mere scribe writing to
dictation. It is reasonable to attribute to him the re-
finements of greek grammar and style and the literary vo-
cabulary, while at the same time, recognizing in the letter
the message, personality and apostolic authority of Peter.
The position then seems to be that, provided we allow
for Silvanus having been rather more than a mere amanuensis,
there iB no sufficient reason for denying the traditional
authorship of First Peter.l
Cash, believing in the Petrine authorship of l"irst Peter,
states that,. "st. Peter, with the help of Silvanus, writes this
epistle shortly after st. Paul's death."2 He says, "on the one
hand he writes as an eyewitness of Christ's suffering, on the
other, a s one who had lived with him. ,,3
Bacon states that First Peter is unique. "The name of
Peter belongs to First Peter in its own right.,,4
Hort writes that ancient tradition uniformly attributes
the epistle to St. Peter saying:
This epistle shares with First John the preemi-
nence of being to all appearances universally accep-
ted from the time when any book of the New Testament
'1
"I
,)
ChUrch
lIbid, p , 9.
2' TE~~F~i~r~s~t_·=E~P;i~sit~l~e~o~f~S~t~.--p_et--e_r,(London:Cash, W. Wilson, - -Book Room Press, Ltd., 1947), p. 25.
3
_lli£, p. 25.
4Bacon Benjamin W., ~n Introduction To The New Testament,
(London: MacMl11an & Co., 1902), p , 151.
5other than the Gospels and st. Paul's epistles had
canonical authority.I
Dads likewise confirms that the epistle was universally
accepted as genuine by the early church and the epistle claims
to be from the hand of the tl P t Hap os .e e er , e·also menti ons the
early church fathers mentioning it. Eusebius mentions it among
the undisputed books of the New Testament. He states that, "it
was freely used by polycarp, and echoes of it are heard in the
epistle to Diognetus. Papias also used it, and by Irenaeus and
Tertulllan it was undoubtedly accepted.,,2
Robertson states that, "the epistle is not anonymous, but
claims to be written by 'Peter', an apostle of Jesus Christ.
(1:1), that is Cephas (Simon Peter). ,,3
He continues saying!
If this statement is not true, that it was writ-
ten by Peter then the book is pseudonymous by a late
wri tar who a~sumed Peter's name, but he 88.yS, "there
is no book in the New Testament which has earlier,
better or stronger attestation, though Irenaeus is the
first to quote it by name." Eusebi us pla.ces it among
the acknowledged books, those accept ed with no doubt
at all. We here assume tha.tSimon Peter wrote this
epistle or at any rate dictated it by an amanuensis
as Paul did in Romans (16:22).4 .-'
'J
,)lHort, F. J. A., The First Epi~tle of Peter, (London: Mac-
Millan & Co., 1898), p. 1.
. 2DodS, Marcus, An Introduction To The Ne~ TestameRt, (Lon-HOdder & stoughton, 1899), p. 198.
3Robertson, Archibald T., Word pictures In The New Testa-
(New York _ London: Harper &Brother, 1933), Vol. VI, p. 71.
,,~
don:
[ldI'
"':_,J
6Peake states:
The epistle claims in the salutation to be the
:~rk of Pet:,r, ani this claim is fully attested Qy
thte~nal eVl,dence. It was known to the author of
t<e ~econd Epistle of Peter and to polycarD and to
he author of the Teaching of The Twelve Apostles.
l
Eusebi us states it was also l{nown to Papis.s. It was not
mentioned Ln the 1\,~urQ.torian b t E_ l:L '"' canon, u'usebius includes it
among the accepted epistles. Peake also says the.t, "It was
quoted as Peter's by Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Tertul11an
and Or1gen.u2
Kerr writes freely stating his belief about Petrine author-
ship giving first the external evidence:
We find an undeniable reference to it in Second
Peter 3:1. Clement of Rome (96) repeatedly quotes
its language, and the same is true to a certain ex-
t(ent of polycarp (116) and of the Epistle to Diognetus
117). The Testaments of the 'rwelve Patriarch (120)
also doubtlesS uses it. Papias (120-130) and Hermes
(130-150) made use of it. 1'0 these witnesses must
also be added the name s of :;'I1e11to of Sardis (1'70),
Theophilus of Antioch (168-182), and the Letter of
the Churches of Lyons and Vienne (177) certain heret-
ical sects also of the first half of the second cen-
tury, the Marcos1ans, the Simonians, and the Basilidiansused it. This external testimony is so strong that Renan
says, "thi s First Eoi stle of Peter is one of the writings
of the New Testament which is roost anciently and unani-
mous ly cited as authenti c. tIThe internal evidence of the book paints in the same
way. I t was writ ten be fore the destruc ti on of the temple
(4:17) and it is evident that it was addressed to those
who were themselves converts t a the Christian faIth, and
not the children of converts. The writer had seen Chri st
(5:1). The author of the epistle had as close acquain-
tances Mark and Silvanus, who are evidently the same
.,
"
Te IPeo.ke, Arthur S.. A cr1tl.cal_Introduct~ To 'fh<e.New
_ stament, (NewYork: Charles scribner's Sons, 1911), p. 91.
2Ibid, p , 71.
7persons as those thus named in the Acts. Furthermore,
the epistle makes an explicit claim to Petrine author-
ship.- Weiss says, "we perceive that the author was
actually one of the primitive apostles from the vivid-
ness with which the image of Christ's innocent and suf-
fering life is before his mind. (2:21 ff; Cf 1:19; 3:18).
No reasonable doubt can exist as to the apostle Peter's
having been the actual author of this epistle."l
Salmon sta.tes, !tafterthe Pauline epistle I take St. Peter's
First Epistle, the only document among those ranked in the early
t d ,,2church as uncontrover e •
Eusebj.us, he says, included First Peter in his,
"The Generally Accepted Books." He says the earliest
attestation to Peter1s First Epistle is that given in
the Second (3:1). Those who do not claim this Second
Epistle to be the work of Peter acknowledge that it is
a very early document, and if it be a forgery, it is
nevertheless clear that there was at the time when it
was written, an epistle already in circulation, which
the author believed to be Peter's, on the level of
which he aspired to pLace the second letter.
"The external attests.tion to the epistle being so
strong, I attribute no importance to the only point
in which it is defective, that is, that the ~uratorian
fragment mentions neither epistle of Peter.'w
Miller says that there seems to be no valid reason for
questioning the authorship of this epistle, "for there 1s over-
whelming evidence that it is the work of the apostle Peter. The
unbroken tradition running back to apostolic times is that Peter
wrote it.114 He continues:
lKerr, John B., An Introduction To The StUdy Of The Books
Of The New Testament, (Chicago, N.Y.: Fleming F. Revell Co., 1892).
2Salmon, George, An Historical Introduction To The Stud
Of The Books Of The New Testament, London: John Murray, 1904 ,
3Ibid, p. 435.
4Miller, Adam W., An Introduction To The New Testamen~,
(Anderson: Gospel Trumpet Co., 1943), p. 284.
8T . Renan said it is "one of the writing of the New
c~~tament which is most ancientlY and most unanlmously
su ed as authentic." In fact the churcb fathers do not
f ggest any other author but Peter. Irenaeus, in quoting
rom feter, prefaces the quotation with the words "Peter
says. 'References within the letter itself point to Peter,
such as the statement that he was a "witness of the suf-
~eringS of Christ." (5:1). "Gird yourselves with humility"
vs , 5, A.R.V.) is perhaPs an allusion to the washing of
~~e disciples' feet incident in the upper room, while "feed
p.
e
flock of God" (vs 2) recalls the injunction Jesus gave
eter by the sea after his resurrection.Some objections to Peter as the author bave been based
on the style of greek. That such unusuallY good and idio-
matic greek does not fit the Galilean fisherm
on
• But such
~n argument is hardlY valid, for (5:12) Suggests the possi-
/lit
y
that Silvanus W9.Sthe scribe and which might a·"count
.or the style of greek, while Peter's activities as an out-
standing apostle might provide an e"planation for the Use
of such good greek.Objecti n has been made that the background of bhe
epi. tl e is the per secutI on of the Chri sti ans, which was
r,;ot until t.he time of Domitian, and after thO death of
,eter the aPostle. It is true that there was no wide-
spread and systematic persecution during the period when
:,aul and Peter were martyred under Nero, but the epistle
,tsclf doe s not indicate that Peter is talking about such
persecutions. He urges the Christians to submit to the
State, which would not have been the case if conditions
existed such as those wbich produced the Book of Revelatl
on
under- Domitlan. Other objections have been rai sed but none
of them seriOUS enough to warrant rejecting Peter as the
author. The posltive evidence has been strong enough to 1
influence even liberal scholars in favor of Peter as author.
Farrar says, "the genuinene ss of the book is proved alike by
external and lnternal evidence. The epistle abounds in indica-
tions of genuineness which no forger could have imitated.·2 He
states further, "we see 1n tbis epistle the true Peter - a Peter
Who, though he 1s a chief apostle, 1s still the simple, warmhearted------------------
ll]1d, pp. 284-5•
L ---_.-
f' b
asne r-man of the GaUlean lake. "I He firmly believes that, "it
was written in Rome, which he calls by its mystic name of Babylon,
and he can tend s t.nat the in tense fury of the 11ellO
ni
an pers
e
cuti on
did 2not Last long. It" Farrar further believed that the apostle
who had b
een so close en eye_witness of the sufferings of Christ
and the glory which followed, "wrote to these persecuted commun-
iti es a let tar of which the centra1 message is, submit and endure
in h
c eerfu1 inn ocence, f or you ore !lei r-s of aa.Lvati on•"
3
Lirm writes that, "First Peter reflects Peter's personal
char-acter a s given in other NewTestament Vlrit mg
s
; it r-ef'Lect s
a strong personal attacbment to the Master, a vivacious and hope-
ful attitude. 114 In the production of thiS epistle and being told
that Peter was e.ssisted by Silas or SilvanuS, Linn says, "such
assistance may have been the case in other apostoliC writings and
may serve as the key to the proper underst.nding of many linguis-
ti c problems. ,,5
9
Ha.stings emphasizes and sums up bY saying:
Pir s t Po.ter is, with the si ngle excepti on of Fir st
Jam, the only one among the cathOliC epistles whOse
authority waS never in doubt in the ch"!.'ch. No sooner
did .. theological liters.ture spring up m the church
tban this epistle is quoted by name as the work of St.
Peter. There is good reason for thinking that Paptas-----
________------c----------------
1Ibi£, p. 419.
21.l2.1.£, p. 421.
3_:;t:bi9;,p , 427.
4(A Linn, otto F., studie s In
nderson: The Co:mmercia1 service
5Ibid p. 45.-,.,_,
The New TestalXl..§!!.:t...:..Hebrews,
Co., 1929~ 44.
10
referred to it explicitly as the epistle of St. Peter.l
He continues saying that, "the only natural interpretation
of the facts _ the early and wide influence of the epistle on
the one hand,,,2 "plus the consistent and unwavering attribution
of it to St. Peter on the part of all writers from Irenaeus'
time onward _ is that from the first 1t was regarded as the
tl ,,3work of that apoS .e.
Hunter also summing up says of the traditional authorship
of First Peter:
We have surveyed bDth the external and the in-
ternal evidence. The general tone and temper of
the epistle suggests that it comes down to us from
the early days of the faith, nor can any of the
objections raised against Petrine authorship be
sustained.4
He concludes by saylng, "we may therefore safely accept the
tradition which links this epd a tLe with the apostle Peter.,,5
Zahn boldly says:
It is not Silvanus' letter, written merely' at
Peter's direction; for, from beginning to end, Peter
is the one who speaks in the letter, without even
formally mentioning SL1vanus as a joint author, as
Paul sometimes does. (1 Thess. 1:1; 2 Thess. 1:1).6
Charles
IHastings, James, A Di ction~ry Of The Bible I (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1901), Vol. III, p. 781.
2Ibid p. 781.--'
3Ibid, p .. 781.,_
burgh:
4Hunter, OPe cit., p , 80.
5Ibi£, p. 80.
6Zahn, Theodor, ~ntroduction To The New Test~ment, (Eding-Tood T. Clark, 1909), p. 150.
11
He also says, "it purports to be a letter of Peter's, and
s~h it • 11S, except that Peter left its compositi on to Silvanus."
Cartledge believes that certain hints in the epistle fit
in well with the Petrine authorshiP, and his incidental refer-
ences to the life of Jesus, would have been most natural for
Peter. He writes:
In 5:1 he calls himself a "witness of the suf-
ferings of Chri st. " In 5: 13 he call s Me.rkhi s son,
early tradition is unanimouS that Mark VIaSa close
companion of Peter, SO it is most natural for Peter
to have spoken of him as his spiritual son. In 5:12,
he calls his scribe SilV9!1US, "a fai thful brother,"
this may have been Paul's campanion, who could have
helped Peter probably in Rome. 5:5 "gird yourselves
with humility b may be an allusion to Jesus' washing
the di sci pl.s ~ feet. 5:2 "feed the flock of God," re-
minds us of the incident by the Sea of Galilee in
John 21.2
He continues saying, "the positive evidence is strong end
radical ones, believe
the nega tive weak, SO mos t scholars, even
that the apostle Peter wrote the epistle.
knows who did. ,,3
If he did not, nO one
1Ibid p. 150.-~."'2c tl d S muel A. A Conservative Introduction ToTh N ar e ge, a ' ondervan Publishing House
Y9~8 "w Testrunen_h (Grand Rapids: '
), pp. 162-3.
3.lli.<1,p. 165.
CHAPTER II
THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP - NON_TRADITIONAL VIEW
Living in an age of criticism which will accept little on
mere th
au ority, many modern scholars have rejected the testimony
of tradit" S
. ~on. ornechallenge the Petrine authorshiP of First
Peter on four various grounds. Hunter lists them:
(A) The letter showS a coJlllll8.ndof the greek
language incredible In a person like Peter.(B) It is clearly indebted to Paulinism.
kn (C) It does not bear the mark of one who had
own Jesus and heard bis teaching.(D) It implies a time when the mere profession
of Christianitv waS a crime - that i8, the first de-
cade of the second century.l
Chase says the chief objections to Petrine authorship are
five in number.
(1) The reference to persecution are of such
a kind as to imply a date which lies outside the
probable, if not the po8sible, Hmi ts of St. Peter's
life.(2). st. Peter waS a Jew of 10WtY origin and Papias
speaks of Mark as hi 8 amanuensis. rhe epistle, on the
other hand is written in good greek.(3) If the epistle was written from Rame, its silence
about the death of St. Paul, if his martyrdom was recent,
or if St. Paul waS there at Rome, the absence of any mes-
sage from him or news about him, is said to be inexplic-
able.(4) It is alleged that we do not find in the epistle
much which we should expect to find in a letter of St.
Peter, the chief of the Lord's personal followers, thatit shows no sign of a vivid remembrance either of Christ's
life or of his teaching.(5) The obj ctio agaInst the Petrine authOrshiP of
First Peter on which recent critiCS have laid most stress
is its affini ty in doctrine, thOUght and language with
1Hunter, ~p._£!l.' p. 78.
12
I
,I
13
the Pauline Epistles.l
Robinson believes ths.t there are two difficulties with the
view th at Peter was the author of the epistle. "Peter probably
d'led in the time f N
o. ero, about 64 A.D. But there was no of-
ficial persecution of Christians in Asia lIIinoruntil the time
of Domitian in the last decade of the first centUI7.
112
"The
epistle is written in a very pure and fine greek style. It
is not easy to think of the Galilean fisherman becoming a
master of a 1 3anguage which was not his mother tongue."
Barnett states the objections to Petrine authorshiP are
mainly as follows:
. Harnack rejects it partly on the grounds that no
Wr> tar before Irenaeus (c. 180) name s st. Peter as the
author. But feeling the difficulties of the pseudony-
mous theory he suggests that the body of the epistle
~l. 3-5. 11) was written by some Christian teacher at
b
orne. (McGiffert, whO agrees with him, suggests Barna-
..s), between 83 and 95, or possiblY earlier; and de-
spite the absence of textual evidence for thiS view, the
opening and closing sentences (1. 1,2 and 5. 12-14) were
added 10.ter, between 150 and 175; SO that we heve n o means
of knowing whether the main portion was Originally an
epistle or not.A more seriOUS objection arises in connexion with the
style and language of the writing. The question arises
whether a fisherman, brought uP in bilingual Galilee,
could or could not have gained, in the course of years,
~hi. command of the greek language and knowledge of the
:;eptuagint, althOugh ..ramaic was his native language.A third objection of a different kind is drawn from
the words of 4:16 "but if (anyone suffer) as a Christian
let him not be ashamed but let him glorifY God in this
Char 1
cbase
, FrederiC H., !).rst Eclstle of~' (New York:
P
Ies Scribner'S Sons, 1901, Vol. 3, Dictionary Of The Bible),
• 787 ff.
2 T(Ne Ro bi ns on , Ben j amin J., ;;h!;!:e:.....=.~;;.!.I:~~~~::.;..~:;;:;;:~~:::;:!..J..'
W York-Nashville: The Abingdon
3Ibid, p. 1339.
14
~ame.1I This is thought to mean that the readers in
t~ia Minor were suffering official persecution for
e name "Christian, ,t of which we do not t)ossess
~ct~al evidence before the time of Trajan·. His reply
o liny's letter (A.D. 112) is the first imperial
pronouncement known to us of tiome's attitude· to Chris-
tianity; but it was clearly a pronouncement for the
needs of the moment, and not an initiation of policy.
F A fourth objection to the Petrine authOrshiP of
t
irst
Peter is based on the maturity of its doctrinal
~aChing, e speciallY that on the descent into Hades,
woich seems akin to that of first century Christians.l
Scott stotes the authOrsbiP of First Peter is more than
doubtful on a.t le ast two grounds ~
(1) • The epistle Ls 'Nr!tten in excellent greek,
of which Peter, the Galilean, who for most of his life
had never been outside of Palestine, would not bave
been capable.(2). A more seriouS argument can be based on the
thought of the epistle, which is saturated with Pauline
influence. The writer must not only have been acquain-
ted with Paul's idea, but must have studied several of
his epistles, the language or'which he repeatedlY borrows.
Howthe letter came to be attributed to Peter, we do
not know. PerhaPS whell it ",as first sent out, it bore
some official title which waS afterwards believed to des-
ignate Peter and w as' ohSllged into his personal name. The
attribution to Peter, must have been due to some ~sunder-
standing, but hOWit arose we oannot noWdiSCOver.
Hort says, "the first great persecutiOn of which we have
any direct account extant is that of Nero, which seems to have
at least begun in 64 A.D. The next is that of Dontitian a gene-
ration later, s.bout 95 A.D. ,,5 The third, he says, Vias in
Bithynia under Trajsn, as spoken of in Pliny's letter seventeen
years later in 112 A.D. "If St. Peter be the author of this-----------~---
IBarnett, ou. ci~' pp. 219-
225
•- .
2Scot
t
, Ernest F., The Literature Of'Th
e
Yorl{: Columbia University res
s
, 1952 , p ,
New Testament,
220.
(New
epistle t., he persecution referred to t b t
mUs e he first, or be
15
closely connected with the first. III
Enslin states h ti 1 t
emp a ca ly nese words of objection to
Petrine
authors
hi
p by saying. "it is safe to say that were it
not for' th
e openIng word.s, "Peter, an apostle of Jesus Cbrist
to the elect" tI p t d '
• e er woul never bave been SUggested as the
author. ,,2
Beare says there can be no possible doubt that peter is a
pseudonym. H tI
e writes. there are strong reasons for dating the
epistle 1" n th ; f T j d tb t i
ie re-gn 0 ra an. an. ia n any ca.s
e it must be
later than tb f N i hi h th
.e persecution 0 ero. n VI c. e apostle met ht s
death. ,,3
He believes that equallY weighty arguments against the
Petri
a.ne authorshiP are to be found in the language and style of
the 1 "
wr_ter himself. He says finallY. "it is certainlY true that
if the name "Peter" did not stand at the head of the epistle. it
would never have occurred to anyone to suggest him as the author. ,,4
The epistle is quite obviouslY the work of a Jl1l).nof
letters. skilled in all the devices of rhetoric, and able
to draw upon an ."tens i ve and evell le arne d vocabulary. He
is a stylist of no ordinary capacity. and he writes some
of the best greek in the whole NewTestament. far smoother
and more literary than that of tbe highly-trained Paul.
This is a.reat plainly far beyond the powers of • Galilean
fisherman. who at the time of the crucifixion. could neither
read nor write even his own native tongue (arama
ic
). It is
quite probable that there was some bilingualism in Galilee.
and the. t a fi sherJl1l).nwould be able to manage enough of thO
I
,l
---------------_. -------------------------------
London:
1Ibi_q, p , 2.2Enslin ),lorton s, Christi9.n Be innin s. (NeWYork and
Harper'and Bro ••••
i958 • p. 323.The First E istle of P~. (Oxford:
Alden
3Beare, Francis W.,
Press, 1947), p. 25.
4I!2.i9w, p, 25.
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g:-eek of the market plece to bargain for a good price for
hds fish, but that he sbeuld ever become a master of greek
prose is simply unthinkable. The case against the attribu-
tion to Peter is overwhelming. It has been shown that it
could not possibly have been written during bis lifetime
d
unless we reject the well_established tradition that he '
ied in the Neronic persecution, and make him live on well
into Flavian times. And such a letter could not have been
wtritten by him, the nliterate fisherman, if he had lived
o be over 9. hundred.The mention of Mark and S11vanuS, and also of Babylon,
has no significance except as part of the device of pseudo-
nymity. With the definitive abandonment of the Petrine
authorship, all reason for connecting the .letter with a
Roman author van is hed. It seems probable, accordingly,
that it was written in the areB. to which it wa.s addressed,
by a presbyter of the region, whOknew at first hand the
sufferings of his flock under the terror. But we have no
means of penetrating behind pseudonym, and the true author
remains hidden from us by the veil which he has himself
chosen to draw.1
Lake believes that the natural date for an authentic epistle
of Peter referring to persecution, "would be in the days of the
persecution of Nero when tradition says that Peter "as put to
death (A.D. 64)."2 He says:
The really serioUS objection '1;0 the Nero
nic
oate
1s that there is no reason to suppose that tne perse-
cution in tha time of Nero was aIlYthtng _"cept a local
one in Rome. That it had spread to pontiUS, Asia,
Bithynia Cappadocia and Galatia is an unwarranted
assumptl~n.3 -
For this reason he continues:
It has often been suggested that the letter belongs
to the beginning of the second century when, in the time
of Trajan 1n tbe governorsniP of Pliny, we knoWtha~4
Ghristi9IlS were indicted "for the sake of the name.
----------------------------------------------------------------
11£.i£, pp- 30-
31•2
L
. d Silva An Introduction To The New
.T.estament a~~~"Ki~;~PPL~~don: H~,.:per and Brothers, 1957 j, -
Pp. 165-r~6. '
3Ibid, p , 166.
4 Ibi_g, p, 166.
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tlA nd that to be, or to hnve been eh i t~
0. a r .s ian was rega.rded
in Bithyni"'"""3~ ~ B capital offense."l
He states further:
of Pirst 3Peter just as it standS."
iil:
/
\,~
t.:,,'t
r ');',,',
)1
good gre ek , Thi s sugg
e
st s that it could oordly be.ve been written "
by a man, who, like the apostle Peter, had been a simple Galilean ;
'if
f1she rman , and whOwas 1eter re ferred to as" un
ed
ucated (Acts4 :13) •"4 ;
)1
It, he believes, is difficult to thinl< of Peter as the author of ','
jl','
b Of course, if this be so, the letter cannot have
een written by Peter. As a third alternative, it
~a~ suggested by Ramsay and others toot the letter
he ongs to the tlniB of Domitian and that Peter rony
ave escaped, in spite of the tradition, from being
put to death under Nero. This is extremely improb-
able; the date under Domitian seems to combine alli
he
difftcul ties of the other views. Moreover, there
. s very little real evidence that there was a perse-
cution in the time of Domitian. It seems that the
real choice is between accepting the Petrine authOr-
ship, thus ascribing the epistle to a date in the time
of Nero, or putting it into the days of Trojan and
~liny. Of the two, we are inc~ined to accept the lat-
er view as the more probable. r
Maycock que sti ons the trodi ti onal authOr "hi p of "ir st Peter.
He
says, "I do not think toot we can accept the traditional view
"First Peter is written in
--------------------------------------------------------------------
A possible answer would be SilvanUS, who is re-
ferred to in 5:12 as the bearer of the letter. Or
it might have been someone else whOwas closely con-
nected with the church in Rome, and whObrought thg
le t ter into its pI' esent form afte,. Peter Vias dead.
the letter in the sense that he wrote it with hiS ownhand.
lIbid, p, 166.
21.E1g, p. 167.3
M
d A A Letter Of Wise Gounsel, (NewYorl<:
As maycock, Edwar .,Sociation PresS, 1957), pp. 89- •
4lElS!, p. oo.
5.11;>1£, p , 90.
Most of those who have questioned tl p t
1e e rine authorshiP
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have associated the epistle
further difficulties:
with Rome.
streeter emphasizes
W
"a e should no~ bave expected Peter to call himself
8 fellow elder, for apostle end elder were not the
,,~~; nor could Peter be accurate l-y descri bed a s a
1 ness of the sufferings of Christ": he wa s not
~~esent a t the crucifixion. "The epistle arose at a
Womelwhen Christien1ty waS a crime punishable by death."
u, d Peter, writing from Romein that hour, nave im-
fressed upon, bis readers the duty of obedience to the
Gm~e:;'ial government, as a governinent which was sent by
t~ for vengeance on evil-doers and praise to those
",at do well: And would he nsve then called Rome
Ba
t
b
y
1on
ll
? The episUe is not by the apostle, and does
no emanate from Rome.
1
In
the light of whot baS been written previo
us1v
Hesrd
Spea.k, ,-3 about Petrine authorshiP:
.We knoW thot st 1eBst three writings were In circ
u
-
~atlon in the second centurY which were falselY attribu-
Ted to Peter, the epistle which is included in the New
es~ament as the Second Epistle of Peter, an Apocalypse
o~ Feter, and a Gospel of Peter. Some features of this
Flrst Epistle toO have led critiCS to regard it as alsO
being ,,- forger;;, dating from the end of the first century
or the very beginning of the second century.
. ' The epistle is written in fluent end idiomatic greek,
much better than that of Paul, and the Biblical quotations
show an intimate knowledge of tbe septuagint; thiS is hard
to understand if the epistle is reallY thO work of an
aramaic speaklng and illiterate fisherman. (Mt. 26:75,
Acts 4:13).. There are nUlllerous echOes of both the language endLdeas of the Pauline epistles, notablY of Romans, and
some cri bic s have interoreted the general theolOgical
t . - ,,1"one of the epistle as reflecting a centra church-
man srrlp more compatible with a post_apostoliC stage of
deve 10pment when Paul' s epi st l.es were m<l'e widely known,
than with an earlier period. The references. to perse-
cution, especiallY the possibility of sufferlng as a
·,;1'1
.1,
1,\1
II
,)
---------------------------------------------------
lola 1streeter, Burnett fl., The primitive Churcb, (NewYork:
cMillan Company, 1929), P. 115 r r.
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Chr~ t" (
i- .1 S t i an 4 :16, ar e sOInetimes taken to imply a date
t n the time of 'frajan (A. D. 98-117) whose letters
o Pliny (A.D. 112) furn is h the fir st certain evidence
!ha~ Christiani tywas regarded as of itself a crime
ogal_ns t the s ta te • It has been suggested, t.n pur-suanCe
f ~he sa arguments that the main part of the epi atle
(1-.>-4;11) consists of a sermon to newly-baptized con-
verts; this has been incorporated In a letter written
to meet a crIsis by a ChriSti"n who introduced Peter' s
name in an endeavour to give bis wor~s of exhOrtation
an offi cial and apostoli c authority.
BIgg, questloning Petrine autloorshiP states, "it folloWS
e.Imost
. • c necessarily that St. Peter cantlot have written the epistle
himse If. ,,2
He says, "the apostle could not speak even his own
nat"
ive tongue with refined precision, but waS easily recogniZed
by dialect or accent as a (lalnean (Matt. 26:73; Mark 14:70;
LUke 22 ..,k) 9 ) • ,,3 " it'" ., unl 'l
He struck h sown coun rymen a s an -earne
li
and ignorant man (Acts 4:13) and it is not probable that he ac-
qUired an easy master of greek, for primitive tradition repre-
sents him as making use of Marl< as an interpreter.·4
Goodspeed is of the opinion that the authorshiP of First"WhO he was it is
Pet Rer belongs to a Christian elder of om··
not possible to say ...5 He !llso s ta tes that:----------------,--._,-------------
( IHeard R'ch
ard
An Introduc~n To Tj)~ New~stamen1'
NewYork: Ha~pe~ a;'d Br~ru"bn.hers, 195i5T:PP' 169-
70
•
2
Bigg
, Charles, E2islli-2ft:r' peter_~'~NewYork: The InternatiOnal and ritical conunentary, Charles
cri bner- ' s Sons, 1901), p, 5.
3Ibiq, p. 5.
4 Ibid, p, 5.
5(Ch' Goodspeed, Edgar
r cago s The Universi ty
J The stor of The Ne~ent.
of' hicago Press, 1916 , p. 97.
I
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In later time s , when the name of Peter was being
~onnected wIth the RomanChurch, he naturally came to
a~t considered the author of the great Christian letter,
~ er Paul, that bad gone out from Rome. Hebrews and
"~rst John do not name their writers, but the titles
g:ven these books in most Bibles ascribe them to defi-
~l tel" authors, and something like thi s probablY haPpened
o .'ir stPeter, but, whoever wrot e it, i t gave the Lm-
~erlled ChristianS all thrOugh Asia Ylino
r
a message of
iope and courage during the persecution of Domitian,l
Kretzmann boldlY makes the statement that he "hOlds no brief
for th
e traditional view, that he has no sympathy for its origin
and 1ater rBmificati
ons
• lIZ F'owler indicates that the "author-
ship and date of the earlier and the longer of the two epistles
havi 3ng the name of Peter must be regarded as uncertain." That
efter Peter's name appears in the epistolary greeting at the
opening, "there is nothing in the contents of the letter, or
1'1
homily", that directly indicates the authOrshiP of the great
apostle to the circumcision. u4
Rowling"on believes that there is greet uncertainty regard-
ing the au thor shi P of the epi st Le • He says, "the tro
di
ti onal
designa ti on of Peter as author j ose sit s face wben we reaH ze
tha t tt .b ted to him in the second
_ several early writingS were a rl U
century Which he obviously did not write. "5---------------------.-------------------------------------
lIbiQ, p , 97.2K t P E TM NewTestament In The Li ht Of A
Bell r-e zrnann, .(Gr:n'd~m. B. Erdman Pub. lio.,-
1934e)ver' S _Re;?~' 0- -
, p. 96.T 3Fowler, HenrY Thatcher, ~,_:.!B;.i~s~t~o~r.J-.;;A~n::::::d:...;L~l~t~ea:r:-1a~t;...::u;;::r~e;-·~O~f
-be New Testamenj;_, (NeWYork: The MacMillan 0., 1925 , p , 259.
4Ibid,
To NeWTestament
pp. 160-161• -
McClure is of the opinion tbllt the fiery trials and the
author's exhortations to remain faithful refer to the perse-
cut 1.on 0 f Domit1an over Asis Minor in the 90' s, or to the t of
Trajan just after the first century. He writes, "it therefore
is probably e pseudo-Petrine document, because Peter was now
dead "I, and he knew no greek, oral or written.
21
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___,-----------------------------1 C tents of The NewTestament,
(N McClure, Haven, The on 18~
ew York: The Mac]4i11an 0 ., 1921 , p. •
CHAPTER III
THE PROBLEM OF THE SPIRITS IN PRISON
AccordIng to scholars the problem of the spirits in prison
is
such that few passages in thB New Testament have exercised
comment t .a ors more, and as " result no unanimity of opinion
eXists. I
t 1s termed by many scholars as one of the darkest
and most difficult in the New Testament. The following are
the passages:
For Christ also died for sins once for all, the
righteous for the unrighteOus, that he might bringus to God, being put to death in the flesh but made
~live in the spirit; in which he went and preached
o the spirits in prison, who formerly did not' obey,
when God's patience waited in the days of Noah, dur-
ing the building of the Ark, in which a few, that is,
eight persons were saved through water. _----For this
i. why the Gospel waS preached even to the dead, that
though judged in the fl~sh like men, theY might live
in the spirit like God.1
These sr-e some of the problems involved:
1. What is meant by preaching to the spiritS in priSon?
2. Did Christ go in person - or did Christ go through
Enoch or Noah?
3. Who are these spirits?
4 • Wha t doe s pre aehi ng to the dead me I1n?
5. Where waS Christ's spirit io the interval between
his death and resurrection?
6. What was to be the fate of thOSe whO had died be-
fore the Gospel waS preached?
-
IFirst Peter 3,18-20, 4:6, (R. S. v.l
22
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7. Did Christ descend into Hades?
Even though many h 1sc 0 ar-s apeak of these passB.gesas the
dark or-ac Les of the New Testament, and the difficulty of its
inter pret8.tion, many views rave been given relative to its
meaning.
The strength of the Enoch and Noah theories, which will
be explained on the following pages, 1s to be found in Peter's
way of thinking of Christ's speaking to various groupS before
his earthly birth _ in his pre_existent state. Consider 1:
10-11.
The prophets who proDhesied of the grace that
was to be y~urs searched~and inquired about this
~alvatlon; they inquired what person or time was
LndLeatied by the Spirit of Gbrist with:l.nthem
when predicting the sufferings of Christ and the
subsequent glory.l
The author states it was Christ (his spirit) that indi-
ca.ted to the prophets relative to the future. Christ was con-
Sidered alive and directing the propp_ets hundreds of years be-
fore his earthly birth.
Since the sutho
r
thinks in the above mentioned chap~el
tnay it not be the t it was hi s Spi ri t speaking through Noah
in his preaching, or through Enoch when he preached to t.he
sPiri ts in the underworld? If Christ spoke through the ancient
prophet N h E och? Some scholars think
s , why not through os. or n .
this is really what Peter had in mind. Those who hold to
the N t b 11oah and to the Enoch theory dO not wish 0 ea. eve---- ---------------_----
IFlrst Peter 1:10..11, (R. S. V.)
t'",'
l
'",
I
l
)
)
~
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that Christ carried on a. i im n stry while he was in the earth
following his crucifixion.
1. The No.!p-The or]:.:
Vs. 18 For Christ also died - - - being put to death
in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit: va. 19 in which
spirit he went and preached to the spirits in prison: vs. 20
who f ormerly did not obey __ - in the days of Noah; the same
SPirit that was made alive at his death, (3:18), was the spirit
that spok i. e n Noah _ that i8, Christ through Noah preached to
these people, 1..ter re ferred to as'. piri ts in pri son' in apocn-
lypse of Enoeh, who later died in the flood. (1:10-1
1
). This
spirit of Christ later spoke through the prophet •• This, of
course , Ls the pre_existent Christ or LogoS. Then in 3:18 it
Was the .ame spirit liberated at the time of Jesus' death.
Accordi G. ng to thi. view First Peter .ays nothing about hrist "s
activi ty while in the grave.
2. The Enoch Theory:
It was in the apocalypse of Enoch, which is the most
important of all the apoCryphal wri tings for the history of
1'e1i i· « " ig ous thought, that the expre.sion spirits in prison s
Used th 1• This theory "thinkS the author ..as using e apoca ypse
Of Enoch which tells about Enoch going dOwnfrom heaven after
his translation to preach to the spiri t. in prison."l (Jude 14
uses Enoch). This vie .. would reject the Noah theory roodcontend
- .------------------------ Clarendon
Pres lCharles, R. H., The Book of Knocll, (oxford:
8, 1893), pp. 93-96. -
.-
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that it was Christ's
Enoch to the
pre-existent spirit that prea.ched through
underworld rather than Chr1.st1s spirit that was
Iibera ted from the body at his death 3:18 and went and preached
then to the underworld.
Since Peter speaks as he does in 1:10-11 and also in 3:19
it is not impossible that he bad 'in mind the pre_existent Christ
preaching t E·hrough Noah or 'noch, with no references to activity
in the grave.
Rendel Harris Suggests that by a textual error (haplO-
graphy) the word "Enoch" has f"llen out after "in which "lso,"
(cvwK .., , tv oJ » ), th"t is, "in which spirit (Enoch) "lso
went and preached i i Tbi f tto the spirits n pr son. . s r e erence 0
the apocryphal story that Enoch made a proclamation to im-
prisoned angels. (Enoch 6:4ff.)"1
Hunter speaks of the difficulty in interpreting " in which
Christ went and preached to the spirits in prison," in which,
spirit, is distinguished from, the flesh, his humanin the
life.
Christ
It was, he believes, in the power of the spirit thatHe con-
went and pres.ched to the spirits in prison.
tinues by saying:
The simplest meaning is that our Lord descended
between his Passion and resurrection, to preach to
certain spirits imprisoned in Hades. (Hades, orSheol, was nO longer regarded as the abode of pith-
le•s shade s, but partly ss a p1e.ceof punishDlentand partly as an intermediate state.) But who were
the imprisoned spirits? Just possiblY the fallen
angels of Gen. 6:1-4• Much more probablY Petermeant the spirit. of the rebelliOUS e;eneration whO
perished in-the flood. (Gen.6:l2ff).
--
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Christ went down "in the spirit," says Peter,
into Hades, between his death and resurrection, in
order to offer salvation to sinners who had died
without hearing the Gospel and getting a chance to
repent.l
Chase speaks concerning the spirits in prison and Christ
preaching to them by saying "Christ once and for all dealing
decisi vely with sins, died, the just on behalf of the unjust,
that He might bring them afar to God.,,2 "On the one hand, his
being put to death in regard to his flesh was his quickening
in regard to His spirit.,,3 "He journeyed and made proclama-
tion to the spirits in prison, spirits who slighted God's long-
suffering when the Ark was being built.tt4
Robinson explains this passage, "that Jesus in the spirit,
went down into Hades and preached to the spirits imprisoned
there, with reference to Gen. 6:1-4."
They were bound (the spirits) and imprisoned in
Sheol, or Hades. Peter, then is here stating the
universality of Christ's salvation, that he went
even to the world of the dead, and saved even those
superhuman spirits condenmed in the days of Noah.
Scholars, Harris, Goodspeed, Moffatt, have noted
that in the original Greek text the first words of
v , 19, "Ln which also, "£lIwXQ.(, was originallyey(,IJ')C.,
and should be translated "Enoch" went and preached.
This saves the passage from the peculiar st9.tement
concerning Jesus which is not found in the New Testa-
ment outside First Peter. But Peter also says (4:6)
that the Gospel was preached to the dead, and that
the supernature.l world is subject to Jesus (3:22).
In any cas e Jesus was persecuted, he suffered and
lHunter, OPe cit., p. 132.
2Chase, OPe cit., p. 793.
3Ibid, p. 793.
4Ibid, p. 793.
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died b tand h u his spirit marched triumphantly on savingof G dealing, until he nOW dwells at the right hand
o •
Bigg believes there can be nO doubt that the event is to
be placed between the crucifixon and the ascension. He stnt
o. es,
IIWhat St. Peter says is that Christ not only ministered to men
Upon earth ,
pri Son. tt2
Spirits were those of the ~n w~ refused to listen to Noah.
n3
but also went as a spirit to preach to spirits in
He thinks the "context seems to imply that these
He dismisses the explanation that Christ was in
preach'd. e repentance to the people of his time.
G In St. Peter's view (4:6) Christ preached the
ospel to these spiri bs, and offered tbem a place
~f repentance. Under the influence of later theo-
togical ideas many cOlllDlentators have·been unwillingo admit this maintaining (1) that Christ must have
~~e"ched to them not hOpe, but condemna tion; or (
2
)at( He preached only to those that were righteoUS;
or 3) only to those whO, though disobedient. re-
pented in the hour of death; or (4) that He preached
the Gospel to those who had been just, and condemna-
tion to those whO had disobeyed. But all these after
thoughts are excluded by the text. st. Peter clearlY
means that all men of the time except eight 80ul
s
were disobedient. The thought which underlies St.
Peter's words is that there ~.n be no salvation with-
out repentance and that there i. no fair chance of
repentance without the hearing of the Gospel. ThOse
Who 11ved before the advent of our Lord could not
hear, and therefore God's mercY would not condemn
them filially t111 theY bad listened to this ls.t
appeal.
Noah when Noah
----------------------------------------------------- -----
Moffatt interprets Peter saying here, "it waS in the
1Robinson, EP. c~., p. 1342.
2Bigg, Ope ci~., p. 162.
3Ibi2:, p. 162.
4Ibid, p. 162.
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an·~-~rit, after Enoch was translated to heaven, that Enoch
went down on his famous mission to the Imprisoned spirits."l
He believes that
"wbi ch gave Enoch the honour of being commissioned by God to
Peter followS the other tradition (Enoch 12:1),
go down from henven"" to anno1IDce a sentence of final doom to
the bre eLlLous angels who had (Gen. 6 :1-7) demoralized mankind
so deeply bha t the flood had to be sent. rt2
it They were spirits who had defiled themselves
W h the f'Le sh (Enoch 15:4), and were punished by
~eing imprisoned at the flood. In vain they fled
o God for mercy. At hi8 bidding Enoch went and
preached doom to them, telling them from God that
~hey were to have "no peace nor forgivenesS of sin."
noch's activity in the spirit was very different
from Christ's; the one went down, on a mission of
~lo om; the other wen t up; trimnphing over3all tho.t
ept men from receiving the mercy of God.~
Augus tine and Spi tto.interpra t this passage as meaning
a.n activity of the pre_existent Christ; but feel it is more
natural to t..ke it as referring to "His activity in the under-
wOrld in the interval be tween His des th and His resur
rac
tion.,,4
He carries this Gospel of salvation even to that generation of
deaperate sinners who died unrepentant and were swept away by
the flood.
Beare t ts 8. es:
It has been conjectured that the name of--------------------------~~----------James, The GeneralE istles, (Garden City,
Doran and Co., Inc., 1928), p. 14.
Day,New
1Y Moffatt,ork: Double
2~, n- 141.
3Ibid, p, 141.
4Beare, ~E.c!!., p. 145.
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Enoch originally stood in the text at this point,
3:19 6j/fA)K~' _ Evw ~ (Schultz, followed by
Goodspeed, Moffatt). By postulating a scr-LbaL
error, easy enough to account for in a mechanical
way, it is possible to absolve the author of .B'irst
Peter of responsibility for the fantasti.c dream of
a descent of Christ i.nto Hades. On the other hand,
it is hard to aCCOlIDt for the sudden introduction
of Enoch into an exposition of the work of Christl
'Christ was made alive in the spirit; Enoch went in
spiri t to preach to the spirits in prison' 1 This
is an unimaginable sequence; he is not discussing
activities of various personalities 'in the spirit,'
but the work of Christ, in the spirit as in the
flesh. It is impossible to see what relevance Enoch's
visit to Hades could have for hlm in this connectIon.
The conjecture is therefore to be discarded. The doc-
trine of the descent of Christ into Hades, belongs to
the periphery of Christian teaching, not to the center-
if indeed it can have any legitimate place in Christian
teaching at all.l .
Cranfield speaks of lithe spirits ln prison as being the
geners.tion of mankind which perished in the floo<:1.,,2 The sug-
gestion t.hat "Christ went and preached" referring to a preach-
ing by Chri s t "bef'or-e His incarnation and through the lips of
Noah to those, who now are in prison, but at the time of this
preaching were still alive, is far fetched.,,3 The natural
reference, he believes, "is to an activity of Christ after
his death - presumably in the interval between His death and
resurrection. ,,4
I
'"
Cranfield also believes "these spirits in prison" to be
the fallen angels. Those "sons of God" of whose misconduct
we hear in Gen. 6. He states the word !'spirit is sometimes
lIbid, p , 145.
2Cranfi eLd, op. c1t ., p. 85.
3Ibid, p, 85.
4
Ibid, p. 85.
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used in the Bible of angelic beings, and there was a tradition
that disobedient angels had been imprisoned by God. (Cf. 2 Pet.
2:4, Jude 6.),,1
Plumptre, in pre senting his interpretation, says that,
"we repea.t the words which tell us that Christ 'descended in-
to Hell t but they do not move us. Our thoughts about them are
indistinct and dim.,,2
We have therefore to take the words as meaning
that Christ was "put to death in His flesh, but
quickened, endowed with a new power of life, in His
spirit." That moment of outward death to the body
was the entrance of the spirit into a higher life.
The "flesh" was placed in the tomb, but He, in that
other element of His nature, went where go the
"spirits" of other men. And to whom did he preach?
The answer is, "to the spirits in prison," to human
spirits like His own, who were in that Hades which
for them was as a prison-house, in which they were
in word, awaiting a yet future judgment. So far
his words were general. But he has in his mind one
representative class of all those spirits of the
dead to which his Lord's tea_ching had once and again
led hi s thought s • OvIatt. 24: 37; Luke 27 :26).:3
Salmond, in discussing this problem passage, says, "a
little library has been written, only to leave it almost as
much the subject of debate as before.u4 There are some
scholars, indeed, who have ventured to speak of the diffi-
culties of the passage as rather created by its interpreters
1Cranfield, Ope cit., pp. 84-5.
2plumptre, E. H., The Spirits In Prison, (New York:
Thomas Whittaker Publ., 1887), pp. 20-150.
3Ibid, pp. 20-150.
4Salmond, Stewart, The Christian Doctrine of Immortallty,
(New York-Edinburgh: Charles Scribner's Sons::r895~, p. 474.
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than inherent in itse1f.tt1
Hofmann and Schweitzer believe that it refers the
t
scene of the preaching to earth instead of Hades, and
he time of the preaching of Noah's day instead of the
period between Christ's death a nd the resurrection.It takes the preacher to have been Ghrist Himself·in
Hi s pre lncarna te activitY, and the preaching to havebeen in the form of the Divine warnings of the time,
the spectacle of the bunding of the Ar~, and the
var-Lous tokens of God's long-suffering.
Selwyn states that Peter does not, in this epistle, speak
of Christ "going to Hades," though hiS speech in Acts 2 sug-
gests he would have done SO had he been asked the "locale of
the spiri ts in prison ••3 Selwyn aLs o believes Peter means
primarily, if not solely, "the spirits in prison are fallen
angels and their progeny whOse doing loomed so largely in
Jewish apocalyptic 1iterature•
n4
Wand states that Christ' s "body was dead but his spirit
was qulckened into a new form of activity by which he was
enabled to 'preach to the spirits in prison' ~o alsO were
disembodied. "5 "There was a general belief that the fallen
angels of Gen. 6 were incarcerated in a prison under the
earth. 116 "To their prison Christ descended when death had
llbid, pp. 474-5•
2Ibid, pp. 474-5.
3Selwyn, 2P. £ii., p. 353.
4Ibid, p. 353.
5
Wand, J. W. C., The General Epistle Of st. Peter And
_S_t~.~J~u=d~e,(London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1934), p:-!OO.
6J.biQ, p , 100.
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freed hi s spirit from the f'Lesh, and proclaimed to them the
news of the fresh opportunity of salvHtion whictl he made
Possible."l "Preacrdng to the dead must have meant in part,
at least, the same thing as 'preaching to the spirits in
prison r ."2
Some scholars believe that the preaching to the spirits
was to save them, but Selwyn and Moffatt especlal1y hold that
it was to condemn them.
Scholars also agree that the most which can be sald is
that while these views remain in the area of proba.bilities,
for the final solution, waiting is involved, which modesty
and a reserve of judgment must become the student.
~---------------------------------.-------------------------------
1,~bic1,p , 100.
2 Ibi_.Q;,p , 111.
CHAPTER IV
THE PROBLEM OF PERSECUTION
According to the writer, he is sending a message to the
churches of Asia Winor to help them meet the first demorali-
zing shock of a sudden and violent outburst of persecution,
to reassure them of the truth of their faith, and to encour-
age tbem to remain firm in their allegiance to Jesus Christ.
He exhorts them to take persecution as a chellenge to
exalt and not compromise the ideal of life of which Christ
had been the example. They are to trust in the midst of
suffering; to let God'S process of testing and refining
seem to them not strange, as if some strange chance were
befalling them. Rather they are to rejoice at their partici-
pation in the sufferings of the Christ, that when bis glory
is revealed their joy may be intensified. To bear Christ's
reproach is an outward sign of a spiritual grace resting on
them. He encouraged them to suffer for Christ, but not to
suffer for any criminal act or for any social indiscretion.
But to suffer as a Christian is a reason not for shame but
for thanksgiving. They must expect suffering. For the time
has come for the judgment to begin with God's household. Let
those who must suffer in fulfilment of the divine purpose do
right and command themselves to a creator who will not 'forsake
33
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the work of his ovm hands.' God who called you, He, after
your brief space of suffering, will strengthen you.
Throughout the epistle occur the words "suffer and suf-
fering." This fact has led many to believe that it was writ-
ten especially for Christians in distress in order to give
them renewed hope and encouragement. It is a privilege to en-
dure the reproach.
While there seems to be the possibility of being called
upon to suffer for righteousness' sake in several passages;
it is after 4.12 the change of tone appears as if the writer
had heard some fresh news about the development of persecu-
tion, which is apparently alree.dy beglnning.
Here are some of the problems' (1). Were these Chris-
tians faced with a definite persecution or with mere un-
friendliness from their communities? (2). Was the persecu-
tion in progress or only imminent? (3). In whose reign did
this persecution come; Nero, Domitlan, or Trajan'?
The references to suffering and persecution in the letter
are as follows:
In 1.6,7 the author speaks of Christians having been put
to grief for the time being, if .0 it must needs be, by mani-
fold trials which are a test;l.ngof their faith. Suffering is
to be a means of purifying and ennobling of the soul.
2.12 Christians are described as being spoken against a.
evil-doers or malefactors, but the spectacle of their good
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deeds will cause their heathen neighbors to glorify God in
the days of visitation.
2:19 Christian slaves are described as suffering un-
justly at the hands of their masters.
3:19 Christians are not to requite evil for evil or re-
viling for reviling. They are to be ready to give an an-
swer _ concerning the hope wi thin them.
3:14,15 the suffering for righteousness' sake is de-
scribed as a blessed thing.
3:6 if Christians only maintain a good conscience by
persistent good conduct those who revile them will be shamed
into siLence s
3:17 what if they should be called upon to suffer? If
God requires that of them - then what?
4:4 Christians are described as being reviled and re-
garded as fanatics for refusing to join in the profligate.
excesses of the day.
4:14,16 as Christians it is a blessed thing to suffer
reproach in the name of Christ, but they are not to suffer
as a murderer or a thief.
4:19 Christians who suffer according to the will of
God are bidden to commit their lives by doing good to the
safe keeping of God as a faithful creator who may be trusted
to guard his own handiwork.
5:8,9 Christians are bidden to be sober and vigilant
because their adversary the devil goeth about seeking to
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devour, but they are not to deny their faith in the time
of temptatlon.
1. Was it a definite persecution, or mere unfriend-
liness?
Goodspeed says, lIitis very clear First Peter was writ-
ten in times of persecution, and that it is one of the most
moving pieces of persecution literature_"l He believes in
the suffering passages a "glimpse is caught of the perils
in the midst of which Christians were then living. This
persecution is noW world-wide.,,2
Cash also believes "that the burning question of the
epistle is that of persecution.tl3
Christians to whom the author writes are
suffering from manifold temptations. Their
moral characters had been attacked and as a
sect they were labelled as evildoers.4
Beare, Suggest that there is the ever present possi-
bility of suffering and persecution throughout, but after
4:12 "suffering and persecution is no longer a vague possi-
bility but is actually raging.tt5
Barnett believes the persecution was of the Christian
com.munities allover the world. "The emphasis of the epistle
lGoodspeed, OPe cit., p. 272-273.
2Ibid, p , 273.
3Cash, Ope oi1., p. 9.
4~, p, 10.
5Beare, Ope cit., p. 6-7.
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are the direct outgrowth of the emergency out of which it
came, to help them understand their underserved suffering.-
l
2. Was the persecution in progress or only immtnent?
Selwyn in constdering the persecution which faced the
Ohr-Ls t Lan s lists them as being spaslnodic, unofficia.l and so-
cial rather than legal in chara.cter. He is of the opinion
that the nature of the persecution referred to in 4:12-14 in-
dicates persecution much more actual and ser10us than those
of (1:6 or 3:13 ff). "The earlier trials ,.ere of a local
and haphazard kind, and were not experienced by all ...
2
What
the Christians of the first century had to fear was not "the
Roman law-court but the ROll1anpolice and the ebb and floW of
public feeling which might precipi tate its action ."
3
Dods says it is appare~ that the letter was written to
Christians who were suffer:lng for their religion. "But the
persecution to which they were heing subjected does not appear
to have been instituted hy the magistrate or governor of the
district in which they lived, bub to have been of a social
kind ...4 The Christians addressed in the letter had refused
to join their old aSSOCiates in excess of riots and were
lBarnett. OPe cit., p. 223.
2Selwyn, Ope ci~., pp , 52-53.
3Ibid, p , 55.
4Dods, Ope cit., p. 200.
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therefore calumniated. "They were spoken against as evil-
doers and they were invoked by Peter to prove thereby their
conduct that these accusations are false. These accusations
therefore were social calumnies, and not legal Indictments.1Il
Hunter contends that the language of the epistle suggests
an "impending rather than an actual persecution, and that Peter
ts preparing his readers for a blOW that is about to fall rather
than one that has already fallen.,,2 "To stand fast in their
Christian loyalties against the worst that persecution could
do. Suffering for righteousness' sake is blessed."3
Wand believes there is doubt concerning "the precise
character of the persecution implied by the letter - also of
the precise history of the early persecutions."4 He does not
believe all the passages speaking of "suffering" and "perse-
cution" speak with "quite the same voice.MS After (4:12) he
notes the change of tone.
Chase says, "no persecution policy against the church
had been adopted by the Roman magistrates in Asia Minor."6
"Not a word is found in the epistle about men shedding their
blood or laying down their lives for the Gospel ...
7
"None of
lIbid, p , 200.-2Hunter, £Fe cit., p. 80.
3Ibig, p. 81.
4Wand, OPe ci~., p. 12.
5Ibid p. 13._,
6Chase, .2.P. cit., p. 785.
7Ibid, p. 785.
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the passages, as we nave seen, contain any reference to, or
hi.nt of organized persecutions_"l
Ramsay states that "Peter does not look back over a
period of persecution. It rather looks forward to it as
the condi tion in which the Christians nave to 11ve •"2
According to Hort the clearest point is that the epistle
was written "during a time of rising persecution to men suf-
fering under it, and this persecution JIlustapparently bave
been of wide extent, covering at least a great part of Asia
Minor. tl3
3. In whose reign did this persecution come; Nero,
Domitian, or Trajan?
A brief background is given relative to conditions in
each of these emperor's reign.
A. The first great persecution of which we have any
direct account is that of Nero. This seems to bave at least
begun in 64 A.D., and took place and and was confined to Rome,
which resulted in tbe arrest of large numbers of Christians
and in the martyrdom, according to tradition, of both Peter
and Paul. Nero's law, which treated Christians as "enemies
of the human race," "was permissive," which really meant that
any local governor could enforce it or relax it as he wished;
Hodder
lIbid, p. 785.
2Ramsay, W. M., Church In The Roman Empir~, (London:
and stoughton, 1892), p. 282.
SHort, Ope ci..t,.,p , 1.
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its effect was to make life for every Christian very insecure,
for no one mew when. persecution might start again.
B. About the year 95, another persecution broke out un-
der the emperor Domitia.n. Of the extent of this second perse-
cution not very much is known; it may have extended beyond
Rome to some of the provinces of the empire, for a few Chris-
tians in Bithynia, one of the places to which this epistle
was sent, are known to have given up their faith under the
threat of persecution about this time.
C. The third outbreak of persecut10n occurred during
the reign of Trajan (112 A.D.). About the persecution under
Tra,jan more is known. It was not confined to Rome, but ex-
tended to the provinces of Bithynia and Pontus, two of the
places this epistle was mentioned "s being sent. In the
year 112, Pliny, the governor of the province, wrote a let-
ter to the emperor asking for advice as to what he ought to
do with the large number of people who were being brought
to h1m on the charge of being Christians.
If then the "fiery ordeal" mentioned in 4:12 refers to
persecution, the persecution must have happened during one
of these three times of persecution under one of these em-
perors. Many scholars think that the most likely one would
be during Trajan's reign, which did extend to the provinces
to which this epistle was sent. But could it not have been
possible that it happened earlier during the Domitian perse-
cution when a few Christians in Bitbynie. lapsed from the
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practice of their religion bec8.use of threats, or even under
the persecution of Nero?
Under whose reign could this persecution have been? Hort
states, 'tit is here we have to bear in mind the extreme slen-
derness and lncompleteness of all our Imowledge about early
persecutions. ,,1 "It is quite possible, even probable, we have
no other record of those particular troubles which called forth
this epistle. ,,2 He believes persecution "begun by Nero or a
secondary persecution arising from that would account for the
'7
language used, and thi s falls within st. Peter'. 11fe•"" As
a second pos st bLe alternati ve, there is no ree.son why "Asia
Minor should not have had persecutions of its own, indepen-
dent of any known persecution bearing an emperor's name and
perhaps even a little earlier than Nero's persecution; and
that the language of the epistle might apply to them."4
Blenkin states that no official edict was really nec-
essary to legalize the punishment of Christians, and it is
"quite possible that persecution may have been countenanced
in the provinces by some magistrates before the outbreak of
the Ner-orrl.anpersecution. "5 "In the Neronian persecution it
lHort, 012· ci!. , p. 1.
2~, p. 1.
3Ibid, p. 3.___..-,.,...
4Ibid, p. 3.
___......".
5Blenkin, °E· cit. , p. 40.
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is disputed whether Christians suffered merely for their
religion as Christians or only for other crimes which were
attr'ibuted to them. ttl Nero sought to divert suspicion from
himself of having caused the great fire in Rome. This he
could do by shifting the blame to the Christians who were
already hated and credited with all kinds of crimes, and
as votaries of an unlawful religion they could be tortured
or executed to satisfy the popular thirst for vengeance.
B1enkin then contends the following conclusions may there-
fore .be Suggested relating to persecution:
(1). That the epistle does not necessarily im-
ply that an official persecution organized by the
state was in progress, although some passages would
certainly admit of that interpreta.tion.(2). That if such organized persecution is im-
plied the evidence is not inconsis~ent with what is
known of the Neronian persecution.
Goodspeed says, "it is claimed that the letter cannot
have been written in Domitian's time because it is not until
Trajan that we hear of Christians suffering "for the name."3
(4:14). But Christianity, of course, "was not a permitted
religion, and from the very beginning was punishable on that
ground; it did not need Trajan to point this out.,,4 Un-
doubtedly it .,as a crime in Trajan's day to be a Christian;
-----------------------------------------------------------------
l.ill~' p. 40.
2 44.~, p.
:3Goodspe ed, 00. c1:i., p , 281.
4Ibig, p. 281.
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but so it was ln the times of Tiberius, Gaius, Nero and
Domitian.ttl
Beare, believes that Pliny's description of his exper-
lence and methods "could not conceivably correspond more
closely to the words of 4:12-16, and there is certainly
nothing resembling it to be found elsewhere in ancient
Iitera ture or in offici.al document s , ,,2
It would, therefore, seem unnecessary to look
further, for the persecutIon which called forth
our letter, and we may make the tentative conjec-
ture that it was written about the same time as
Pliny's letter to Trajan, about 111-112 A.D.3
The references to persecutions in this epistle do not
have the mistreatment of Christians under Nero as their
background, says Barnet. "Such allusions to Buffering are
best satisfied by conditions that existed under Domitian.,,4
lIbid, p. 284.
2Beare, OPe cl~., p. 14.
3Ibl~, p, 14.
4Barnet, OPe cl~., p. 217.
CONCLUSION
This investigation has dealt with some of the problems of
First Peter. It was to be an introduction to some of the prob-
lems found in this epistle. In the study of each problem selec-
ted, effort was made to present the interpretation of scholars,
giving bo th the positive and nege.tive evidence.
(i }, In chapters one and two the various theories on
authorship were reviewed.
The writer, after studying these different views on author-
ship, asks, "who t:hen is the author of First Peter?" .The an-
swer seemingly is one of uncertainty, for there is no agreement
among scholars on authorship. Could Peter then have been the
author as tradition claims? The writer is uncertain, but if
Peter did not write it, and much evidence re jects it, then
evidently noone knows who did.
(2). The t.hi.r'dchapter dealt with the problem of the
spirits in prison. There is disagreement between scholHrs
but most would hold that the spiri ts in prison were possibly
the spiri ts of the rebelliouS generation who perished in the
flood; trlfJ.tC:hrist went down into Hades, between his death and
resurrection to offer salvation to sinners who had died wi th-
out hearing the Gospel. We can see possible reasons for other
vi ews, but the above concl usi ons seem to be the most accept abLe •
(3). The fourth chapter was an investigation of the prob-
lem of persecution. Persecution seemed to be in progress, Whicr.
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was more than mere unfriendliness by their neighbors, and these
persecuted Christians 8.11 over the world were being encouraged
to remain true to Jesus Chris t in the midst of their underserved
suffering.
In whose reign did these persecutions come? There is no
general agreement a.mongscholars relative to this problem. It
does appear that there was persecution during each emperor's
reign.
From the evidence of this study it is difficult to say,
but, it seems, that the conditions during the reign of Trajan
most nearly describe the persecutions as mentioned in the
epistle. Some scholars claim that this persecutlon could have
happened under Nero or Domitian, as well as under Trajan.
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